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I.0 propose critical points of focus for the enquiry should be addressed in an attempt to overcome 
critical blocks, to guide IPAN agendas towards a greater level of impact on the Australian Political 
system towards independent diplomatic process. 
In Australia we embellish the American Alliance and a war culture by our Anzac Day celebrations and 
our fanatical commitment to anything American. 
I believe the American Alliance has no official documentation than an “all the way with LBJ” 
or a John Howard “can we come too” to Iraq and Afghanistan. 
We never don’t go to war if opportunity begs.World leaders, think that at war in a foreign land, they 
can kill innocent populations, and destroy their sacred ground and their proud heritage, including 
tourist attractions, without a conscience, if its good cause according to their intelligence. America 
believes it is Santa Clause on the side of right because it is a Security Council Member and 
Administrator of a rules-based order with a coalition which I interpret as of western sympathizers. 
America believes it is the ruler of the earth and embellishes cold war fears politically and in the media 
to create evil enemies and brainwash the public and the world that they are keeping them safe from 
destruction by those evil forces. 
Since WW2 history has shown that America has gone to war more than the cold war enemies, 
and at the same time has embraced global trade, tourism, and investment with all enemies including 
cold war enemies without any fear. Their main priority has been financial gain and profits but like all 
nations fell for the cancer of cheap prices over national interest and value for money leaving 
themselves and the world in a mess with loss of opportunity jobs and low wages. 

2.0The one and only reason America needs its NATO alliance is to justify wars against its perceived 
political enemies, without the sanction of the United Nations, for political reasons including to fuel its 
war industry. In the Gulf war the display of Sleuth Bombers on our television sets in the afternoon, 
striking the sacred lands of Iraq and military targets for a month without resistance to me represented 
a supermarket display or TV advertising for their sleuth bombers. The level of destruction and of cities 
like Bagdad was unnecessarily excessive with the intent to save them from Sudam but the cure was 
much worse than the disease and its argued greated insurgency and ISIS and possibly the 9/11 attack.. 
America was not defending the nation from attack but their intelligence was that they were protecting 
the world from Sudam Hussain, who they painted as very evil although they previously had an alliance 
with him but he had weapons of mass destruction. 

3.0 The media remain silent, bleating the political spin, like sheep, without recognizing its morally 
wrong, like the American alliance in the middle east and past wars in Vietnam and Korea where 
America believes they are a great peace maker. When the bombs were dropped on Hiroshima and 
Nagasaki In WW2, with success over Germany on the Russian and Western fronts and Japan close to 
defeat in the pacific, at this stage of the war, 
H Bombs were possibly over Kill. 

4.0 America had conscience by for killing 400,000 innocent civilians to create a proud moment in 
history for the Nation and for their military science dropping the first atomic bomb, 
and lay claim to winning the whole war which was already almost won. If America had diplomatically 
threatened Japan to surrender, or we will drop H bombs on Nagasaki and Hiroshima and kill 400,000 
civilians. would that have ended the war without catastrophic loss. 

5.0 We must declare war illegal. We are all citizens of planet earth and we can’t deliberately kill each 
other anymore and war shall be no more. Draw the line in history now/ between the past /and future 



sophistication and peace 
Out of date protocols from the past devalue the present and dulls our vision. 
6.0 Proposed Australian Defense Policy Proposal 

(a) Australia is a peaceful island continent and isolated from active conflict zones in the middle east 
and other places. We should limit the scope of our military agenda, to only missions sanctioned by the 
united nations in our region where there are critical humanitarian emergencies or threat, or act 
independently like we did in East Timor where diplomacy and constraint was the strategy for success 
of the mission, and there was minimal impact on the physical environment. 

(b) Pre-emptive strikes are not permitted if there is no real danger of a direct threat to the security of 
Australia. 

(c) Assessment of individual circumstances must be considered not automatic commitment to the 
American alliance and its coalition of nations unless a threat impacts directly on Australia. Our 
responsibility is to our region and participation in wars in remote locations like past involvements in 
the middle east, Vietnam and Korea, is not appropriate as the impact on the target nation and the 
participating nations is high and a consequential security risk may result. 
We have no obligation to contribute to Americas military interventions, based on their intelligence 
and foreign policy if our presence is not critical and the intelligence can be floored or inflated. 

(d) Review the existence of American bases in Australia the environmental impact, and impact on the 
lively hood of affected communities. Remove those bases which compromise our national security, 
sovereignty, environment or communities. Evaluate the value for cost to Australia of the Talisman 
Sabre exercise at Shoal-water Bay in peacetime, relative to, impact, and the practice of foreign nations 
testing new weapons on our sovereignty. 

(e) A decision to commit to war must be subject to protocols or a vote in parliament, and not as a 
snap decision by a Prime Minister or for political purposes. The context and processes must be 
considered as there may be voting on party lines. It must be a conscience vote but even politicians, 
like the public are brainwashed by left-right political and media spin and party policy. 
A vote in parliament could be more of a left-right vote or policy lines. 

(f) protocols must be written into the constitution defining conditions where military action or 
oversees employment is necessary. 

1 when the nation is under dire threat and must retaliate. 
2 there are political differences and ongoing negotiations must be carried out to compromise those 
differences to resolution 
3 United Nations Sanctioned Missions 
4 At the request of a nation in our region to defend them from attack 
• a war to protect ourselves or the world from a Rogue Leader or Nation 
• for occupation to balance division putting vulnerable communities at risk 
• to protect refugees or relocate refugees 

7.0 WHICH WAR IS EXPECTED IN 21TH CENTURY 
Australia’s American Alliance has no formal treaty or paperwork and is basicly a rule of thumb at the 
sniff of a war is mooted by America and history shows that Australia always goes to war at the sniff of 
a war with America. We never consider the impacts on Australia and costs or the impacts on the 
enemy nation. We have no conscience for damage to the suburbs of foreign lands by rocket attack or 
casualties or innocent victims. 



In our constitution we need definition of the justification for going to war which must include dire 
military threat to our sovereignty and the need to defend ourselves. What war would we be going to 
with the American alliance relative to America’s corny James Bond style cold war against China and 
Russia and what form it would take. There will be no more mass ground attacks like WW2 or Vietnam 
in the 21 ST century. The American and Australian media and population is intolerant of soldiers 
returning in body bags since Iraq and Afghanistan and wars are now conducted by remote rocket or 
drone attack unfortunately with poor intelligence high levels of inaccuracy and excessive destruction 
and innocent victims. China has had some disputes around its borders like the South China Sea and 
other areas but not posed a threat to world peace since, and has the memory of heavy casualties 
against Germany and Japan in WW2 . 

By compromising their communistic doctrine China has also embraced capitalism and has become the 
strongest economy on earth and has been involved in very few wars compared to America who was 
constantly at war in the 20th century and beyond into the 21st century and who drives an arms race 
by which other nations including cold war enemies play catchup to balance Americas Arsenal which 
artificially creates the cold war when everyone lives in fear of everyone else’s armed forces despite the 
lack of any direct threat. America has been weakened by the economic rise of China which they blindly 
accepted while investing massively in their military and space industry and going to many wars in 
many places based on the principle of pre-emptive attack in anticipation of a future threat without UN 
sanction. This assumption of a future threat can be defined as discrimination against different political 
systems or regimes or races seen as enemies with overtones of racism. Americas track record shows it 
has no conscience for the deaths of civilians or innocent victims in foreign lands or impact on suburbs 
and the earth. 

It would be embarrassing for our massive military institutions to lay idle with nothing to do 
so small wars like in the middle east, or involvement in the South China Sea policing in inverted 
commas our cold war enemy China which may paint us with some relevance as a military force, 
or be seen as a vote winner by smoke and mirrors by reflecting national pride. 
Similarly, Pacific multi-national military exercises reflect relevance and authenticity by ceremonial 
shows of strength of a force greater than oneself in mass display an impregnable force to cold war 
enemies not to mention Talisman Sabre exercises with America. 
No nation is going to unleash their whole military force on another nation and blow the guts out of it 
like a WW2 in this century with the delicate balance of world economies trade and tourism and stock 
markets. Modern diplomacy is smoke and mirrors and political spin by nations who can’t accept other 
political systems and rather than diplomat discussion to negotiate compromise and reforms to 
political systems. Spontaneous military action by the decision of the Leader is often the norm which is 
unacceptable. Formal existence of Australian defence protocols must precede a commitment to war. 
To exit the American alliance all that’s required is to withdraw from expensive exercises with an impact 
on Australia and the earth and just not go to any of Americas missions unless we are under attack. 
Limit defense to our region and help resolve regional problems. 

8.0 DEFINE ENEMIES THE ALLIANCE IS PROTECTING OURSEVES FROM 
Note previous white paper on defense which stated we had no potential enemies. 
I think China is the perceived enemy through the cold war fears but China is massively integrated with 
Australia with communities here since the Gold rush days and led agricultural development a century 
ago and relies on our trade development and investments and our tourism to China. There is no 
formal alliance document but if we’re under attack from China, America automatically would defend 
us without any formal declaration of alliance which there isn’t anyway. 

9.0 DECLARE OURSELVES AS FRIEND TO ALL NATIONS 



10.0 SUPPORT REGIONAL NATIONS IN NEED 
Support political stability and human rights in regional locations and establish development, 
investment, trade, including Thailand, Bali, West Papua, and New Guinea, Indonesia 

A REFUGEES 
Recognise united nations protocols and rights of refugees and asylum seekers 
Process on shore. Recognise psychological effects of those who flee combat zones, 
reach Australia; breathe a sigh of relief; then are rejected by Australia and put into offshore detention 
in remote primitive locations comparable to prisons without adequate facilities or support. The 
locations are a ridiculously long way from Australia and of unacceptably huge expense to maintain 
and transport refugees to the locations 
and pay security contractors to run the establishment. 

B REMOTE COMMUNITIES 
PHILLIPINES, BALI, NEW GUINEA, FIGI, VANUATU, INDONESIA 

ARTS AND CULTURE 
Promote expansion of a more modern tourism profile based on a funded network of education and 
expansion of Hospitality, Arts, Culture and Tourism Profile through cooperative action and look for 
alternative enhancement in other diverse fields. 
The aim is to improve the authenticity, quality and excellence of the Arts and Tourism features so the 
local people are presenting a more unique image and a consistently higher standard of products and 
attractions to entice spending by tourists in competition with other local residents, artists, or 
businesses. In Bali and at 
The Vanuatu markets an infinite number of stalls sell the same imported junk or an infinite no of local 
artists cannot compete with the Art galleries or Arts centres or the better artists work, and 
impoverishment is at high levels within the communities. 

IMPOVERISHMENT IN BALI 
Particularly there are a high no of female beggars on the streets. I counted 25 in 3 blocks of a town 
centre. The girls also donate time to the Buddhist religion displaying flowers in the streets between 
the ages of 18 to 21 impacting on their personal development and potential career paths. Families 
also donate a third of their earnings 
to the Buddhist Church. There needs to be a financial support and better education. 

11.0 EMERGENCY RESPONSES TO NATURAL DISASTERS 

Natural disasters including a volcano eruption in Bali and earthquake in Lombard have had long 
standing effects on tourism and in local communities and infrastructure. 

8.0 SOURCE ESSENTIAL IPAN AMBASSADORS IN COMMUNITY 

the IPAN doctrine is crystal clear from years of academic papers 

lobbying and letters to the parliament 

educate the military forces to other applications refer (future earth pie) 

1 climate change environmental protection and emergency services 

2 refugee and migrant support 

3 prison and drug rehab operations 



4prisoners families support and education 

5 juvenile offenders rehab and family support 

6 indigenous community support 

7American alliance illegal as no formal agreement exists 

8American alliance destructive to australian interests by historical record 

9no threats to Australia anticipated from 2020 to 2030 

10 treaties alliances and trade Agreement with other individual nations 

11 Defining a strategy to trigger reversal of the American alliance 

12 generational chronic blocks must be broken 

13definitive assurance that Australia will be safe from 

14 we have no enemies and no need for the alliance. 

9.0 MENTAL BLOCKS CEMENTING THE AMERICAN ALLIANCE 
1 EDUCATION 
Education of our children in our schools about a proud honourable military force who fights for the 
freedom of our democratic values with the sacrifice of casualties in battle without reference to exact 
context of historical record or suggestions of whether there was just cause for a war or for our 
involvement, and all the consequences. 

2 WAR CULTURE 
Politicians, the media, and Military celebrations, have entrench us with the war culture 
over generations. in modern times with the explosion of technology science fashion and pop culture 
and explosion of creature comforts our mindset and psyche has softened since the era of WW a male 
dominated society with imperial values of national pride and personal honour where the male 
population volunteered to go to war even the cause may have been very grey. I suspect the young 
generation of 2020 would not jump out of their skins to do battle or have the contextual toughness 
and independence to do so. 

3 POWER AND COLLABORATIOIN 
A politically driven prime minister is one individual who before voted in, had no authority and was a 
nobody, but now armed with great powers, can be justified in sending young generations to their 
deaths in battles that could have been sorted out diplomatically if they had tried over a period of 
time. 
Both Labor and Liberal Parties adopt the political spin that the American Alliance keeps the population 
safe and this is embedded as a basic truth and none will change this protocol for fear of losing votes. 
No debate ever enters the halls of parliament to challenge it.. 

4 WAR TRIGGER FACTORS 
The factors which start wars are; power, pride, honor, self-righteousness, fear of another remote 
culture or political system and interpretation of intent, revenge 
or spontaneous political retaliation to an attack on a third-party ally. if a target nation has not made a 
declaration of intent or declared war and there have been no negotiations through the un and no 
sanction from UN presumption of intent or pre-emptive strikes defines us as the aggressor 



committing an attack on another nation for political purposes. A coalition with America does not void 
us of culpability in the international court. 

5 PERCEPTION OF AUSTRALIA BY OTHER NATIONS 
Because of our automatic response to go to war at every opportunity 
with the American alliance we are seen by other nations as an aggressive nation. 

6 AMERICAN ALLIANCE DANGEROUS: WE FIGHT AMERICA’S ENEMIES 
when we may have no dispute with the nation were in conflict with and they may retaliate in some 
way like Chinas attack recently about being Americas Lap Dog 

10.0 IPAN STRATEGY ESSENTIALS 

1 ESTABLISH IPAN AMBASSADORS 
this process must start immediately no so they are in place when findings are compiled 

(A) PARLIAMENTARY AMBASSADORS 
FIND MPS OR SENATE CANDIDATES FROM THE MINOR PARTIES 
PREFERABLY THE GREENS OR INDEPENDANTS OR FROM LABOR OR LNP 
WHO CAN VOICE OPPOSITION TO THE ALLIANCE 

eg Jackie Lamby any other independants 

(B) THE YOUNG GENERATION 
the young generation tends to blindly follow the political spin they hear on the television and have 
not experienced what older generations have. 
Establish IPAN Ambassadors in 
Universities, Young Liberals, Young Labour, Greens and other political Groups. 

(C)RETIRED MILITARY PERSONELL AND EX SERVICEMEN 

(D)MEDIA ORGANIZATIONS 
Papers, Radio, Television ambassadors to be sought and opportunities to promote to groups and the 
public. 

(E) ETHNIC GROUPS 
migrants from Vietnam or The Middle-east who may have experienced 
an American coalition war like Iraq or Afghanistan, or Vietnam. 

(F) Q&A ABC 
1 Book and plan the format for a session on Q&A to deliver the findings of the enquiry and to give the 
concepts more legitimacy with the public and the politicians and to hammer the irresponsibility of 
commitment to defence budgets for 
unneeded obsolete weapons for our age. 

2 Argue the irresponsibility of automatically going to war with America instead of making our own 
evaluation based on Australia’s diplomatic priorities in our region. 

3 Emphasize how dangerous it is to taunt Americas enemies like the current trade war with China. why 
would we want to fight a cold war against China when we have encouraged her to dominate her 
economically. How can we fear China as an enemy. the same argument applies to America ant the 
entire coalition of the willing 



4 Chinese Ethnic Australian Population 
Australia has experienced migration of Chinese communities since the gold rush days and they 
pioneered agricultural industries. Chinese immigrants still communicate with their families in China. 
These communities would be highly offended by the cold war 
Australia should consider the rights of its own migrants when starting wars with other nations or 
adopting confrontational diplomscy 

Glenn Major of Future Earth Pie/Just Peace/0411 514 500 
ENQUIRY LOBBYING AGENDA 
Concurrent agendas are necessary to deliver enquiry findings to relevant targets which are impervious 
to change and automatically block change for political reasons or vested interests like the media the 
parliament, the military and the public. 

A STRATEGIES TO SHOCK THE MENTAL BLOCK 
PROBLEMS TO BE REVERSED AND REALITY BASED OF HISTORICAL RECORD. 
(1) political spin from America and media groups, 
(2) political policy, universities, schools 
(3) motives of military rhetoric and advice to Government 
(4) Anzac celebrations; Gallipoli was not our war. The Turks were of no risk to Australia, 
We had no cause to fight. There was no moral ground in sending our young men in their prime to 
their deaths. IN THIS CENTURY with all our creature comforts PRIME MINISTERS would not send these 
young men to their deaths and there will be no WW3. We are too integrated with globalisation and 
tourism and economies fragile so why the arms race. 
(5) the ANZAC alliance is a fake myth. Those matyrs’ did not want to die in the dirt. 
ANZAC not celebrated by Britain ever or New Zealand anymore 
(6) The Fake Cold war is run by America to define its evil enemies to extend the arms race and profit 
from their weapons industry sales to allied countries. 
and we use to justify the alliance which America wants to Justify its unsanctioned wars. 
(7) China has no record of wars since ww2 and suffered heavy casualties in that war with an additional 
battle with Japan that commenced 16 months before WW2 

C PARLIAMENTARY BI-PARTISANSHIP FOR FEAR OF LOSING VOTES 

D THE PUBLIC BELIEVE THE SPIN 
The public are influenced by political spin from political parties to protect them from an evil attacker 
like China who has no history of wars since WW2 and no expressions of intent other than to keep up 
with American weapons and technology. China has less than 10 military bases America more than 500 
bases. 

E DECLARE OURSELVES AS FRIEND TO ALL NATIONS 

F SUPPORT REGIONAL NATIONS IN NEED 
Support political stability and human rights in regional locations and establish development, 
investment, trade, including Thailand, Bali, West Papua, and New Guinea, Indonesia 

G REFUGEES 
Recognize united nations protocols and rights of refugees and asylum seekers 
Process on shore. Recognize psychological effects of those who flee combat zones, 
reach Australia; breathe a sigh of relief; then are rejected by Australia and put into offshore detention 
in remote primitive locations comparable to prisons without adequate facilities or support. The 
locations are a ridiculously long way from Australia and of unacceptably huge expense to maintain 
and transport refugees to the locations and pay security contractors to run the establishment. 



H REMOTE COMMUNITIES 
PHILLIPINES, BALI, NEW GUINEA, FIGI, VANUATU, INDONESIA 
ARTS AND CULTURE 
Promote expansion of a more modern tourism profile based on a funded network of education and 
expansion of Hospitality, Arts, Culture and Tourism Profile through cooperative action and look for 
alternative enhancement in other diverse fields. 
The aim is to improve the authenticity, quality and excellence of the Arts and Tourism features so the 
local people are presenting a more unique image and a consistently higher standard of products and 
attractions to entice spending by tourists in competition with other local residents, artists, or 
businesses. In Bali and at 
The Vanuatu markets an infinite number of stalls sell the same imported junk or an infinite no of local 
artists cannot compete with the Art galleries or Arts centres or the better artists work, and 
impoverishment is at high levels within the communities. 

IMPOVERISHMENT IN BALI 
(i)Particularly there are a high no of female beggars on the streets. I counted 25 in 3 blocks of a town 
centre. The girls also donate time to the Buddhist religion displaying flowers in the streets between 
the ages of 18 to 21 impacting on their personal development and potential career paths. Families 
also donate a third of their earnings to the Buddhist Church. There needs to be a financial support and 
better education. 

(ii) EMERGENCY RESPONSES TO NATURAL DISASTERS 

Natural disasters including a volcano eruption in Bali and earthquake in Lombard have had long 
standing effects on tourism and in local communities and infrastructure. 

INDEPENDENT PEACEFUL DIPLOMACY IS THE WAY 
If we acted with independent peaceful diplomacy towards all nations with intent to support regional 
communities who are struggling then good will becomes the strongest weapon in our arsenal and 
90m billion for submarines with obsolete strategic thinking is abuse of power by politicians and 
misrepresentation of need by the Military advisors. 
The world defines itself by globalization global trade and economies which are often in fragile balance 
and all nations whether a cold war enemy or not rely on 
international tourism. Apart from isolated wars caused by ethnic division 
or the middle-east we are in fact living in a peaceful world. 
A war would wreck every-ones economies and the balance of globalization. 
It will not happen only maybe a fake WW in the pacific for showmanship. 
The justification and the impact on the earth and populations and communities must be considered 
and these impacts in no can way be justified post covid19. 

It’s time for America and its allies like Australia to put the cold war in the bin and diplomatically 
negotiate all things over periods of time and not act for political point scoring. 

Military protocols should define the need for demilitarisation on a timeframe and recognise the 
current need is only for military exercises with the alliance, to hang around in the South China Sea or 
other trouble spots. This enables the military to display its might to justify itself to the public in a 
peaceful world apart from isolated places and the middle east and no real risk of WW3. The cold war 
weapons arsenals have reached catastrophic proportions due to an arms race pushed by America 
since WW2 and balance one another and Russia or China are not going to put their populations at risk 
with both suffering badly in WW2 and have no taste for a ww3. 

How technically good does a fighter jet or a rocket have to be? how many people are they designed 
to kill. How much destruction of a suburb is intended and how many innocent victims? those factors 



should be built into the scientific weapons design. 
I believe almost 50 percent of scientists in America are in the weapons and space industry. 

All Nations have economic challenges and political unrest and unrest in their often impoverished 
communities because they embraced globalism without looking after their national interest and lost 
industries jobs and skills by the negligence of politicians. 
It is the negligence of politicians that they conduct an arms race in preference to investing in their 
communities who are in personal hardship and division, on a daily basis often unable to afford health 
care get a job or put a roof over their heads. 

STRATEGIES TO LOBBY ENQUIRY FINDINGS 
RE THE IPAN and AA ENQUIRY 
How do we to break the fixation with the American Alliance in the eyes of the public, political parties, 
the media and the military institutions. The enquiry outlines known parameters for committed 
participants to contribute information previously mooted but there must be strategies to directly 
engage politicians to think about the moral ground, historical record and what is best for Australia in 
the 21st century. 
New strategies to define projection of Australia into peaceful independent diplomacy and evaluate 
each situation and to not follow any rules-based order based on the assumption that coalition nations 
are superior morally and politically when the chaos of human rights violation and impoverishment 
may reign within their own boundaries and their actions may assume that war brings peace but shows 
that it only escalates unrest entrenches political divisions punishes innocent populations of innocent 
victims and refugees and destroys their suburbs and creates more war. 

The impacts on the Earth and its populations and the refugee crisis must be an important accelerator 
in removing the blocks cementing the American Alliance and the Anzac legendary theory that acts of 
war represent the australian spirit of mateship fighting for our freedom They did not want to die in the 
dirt without a life. 

The same arguments and the atrocities of historical record have basically been mooted by peace 
groups for decades without success and by the IPAN and Just Peace websites 
for decades without success 

I would ask, what strategies might get the message across more effectively given the total block by 
the media, the public who believe the political spin on the television and never talk or think politics 
and the media who are a disgrace and in the pockets of the polys and love to drum up the Anzac 
spirit thing as all that's good with the Australian image of typical mates fighting for freedom. 

11.0 DEFINITION OF AMERICA IN CONTEXT WITH REALITY NOW 

what is America in terms of our alliance role of CIA 

who is the authority, or the power base, or the intelligence 

does the president drive agendas 

does our alliance just reference the might of The American Forces in total 

relevance of war reliability of intelligence interventions to our interests 

Mentality of leaders George Bush/ Donald Trump 

American Bases in Australia, Pine Gap, Talisman Sabre 



Are we a target as a result of the alliance 

 


